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Abstract—We consider the problem of tracking football
players in video captured from one side of the football
field. The task is challenging due to frequent occlusions
of players, varying size of players’ projections, changing
illumination and similar appearance of players of the same
team. We approach the problem using the tracking-bydetection paradigm, where an object detector is applied to
individual video frames and the tracker tries to associate the
detector responses and form the trajectories by using some
motion model. We provide experiments using a classic object
detector based on background modeling as well as a deep
learning based detector.
Keywords—computer vision, multiple object tracking, object
detector

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of tracking football players
in video. Due to its great potential to provide valuable
data for game analysis, the topic has a long history of
research (e.g. [1]–[3]). However, with the recent success of
computer vision in tasks such as image classification, there
are more and more real-world applications. Taking into
account the large commercial potential of sports broadcasting, it is not a surprise that many companies are trying
to develop systems for confident acquisition of statistic
data about players’ performance from video. However,
such systems usually incorporate expensive equipment
such as multiple high-resolution cameras covering parts of
football pitch, as well as high bandwidth network and high
performance hardware. In order to obtain real-time data to
be incorporated during TV broadcasts, usually a number
of human operators are needed to assign the tracking data
to individual players.
We consider a much smaller setup appropriate for
smaller football clubs that cannot afford such expensive
equipment and workforce for day-to-day game analysis.
Also, such a setup assumes mounting multiple cameras
at elevated position that are not appropriate for small
stadiums. Moreover, a football club is interested in acquiring data not only for domestic, but also for visiting
matches. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have a
portable setup, not requiring special mounting of video
recording equipment.
Our approach assumes a fixed set of cameras positioned
together on a portable stand. The camera set should be
positioned on one side of the football pitch as elevated
and as far from the pitch as the stadium construction
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allows. That way the effects of player occlusions and
player image size variation due to perspective are reduced.
The video can be acquired by a single wide-angle camera,
however better footage can be obtained by using a pair
of synchronized cameras, one for each half of the pitch.
As the cameras are static during a match, the videos can
be easily calibrated and stitched together. An example
stitched image can be observed in Fig. 1.
II. M ULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING
The problem of multiple object tracking is a very
challenging and attractive computer vision task. Many
approaches have been proposed in the past, and a series of
benchmark datasets has been developed [4], [5], together
with performance metrics [6], [7]. The aim of a multiple
object tracking system consists of detecting individual
objects in each video frame and associating the objects’
identities over time. The result is a set of trajectories
representing the objects’ positions in camera coordinates.
The detection of objects in individual frames can be
based on some specific properties (such as color, texture
or appearance) of objects or the background. One of
the simplest ways of segmenting the objects is based on
background modeling [8], [9], where a segmentation mask
is obtained by subtracting the maintained background from
the input video frame. The object’s appearance can also be
explicitly learned. The seminal work of Viola and Jones
[10] demonstrated that an object detector capable of realtime operation can be designed by machine learning. With
the rise of deep learning, various object detector models
have been proposed capable of simultaneous detection of
many object classes [11]–[13].
The tracking itself can be based on techniques for
single object tracking – for each detected object a tracker
is initialized, an object appearance model is built and
used for searching the most probable object position in
subsequent video frames, e.g. based on correlation [14].
However, the multiple object tracking has to deal with
additional difficulties such as possibly similar appearance
of objects, frequent occlusions and interactions among
the objects, which can lead to object identity switches.
Therefore, a vital component of such a system is the identity assignment algorithm which has to pair the possible
new objects’ positions with the corresponding trajectories,
taking into account not only their appearance, but also their
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Fig. 1: An example of a video frame obtained by stitching images from two calibrated full HD cameras. Tracking
result obtained by an algorithm based on background subtraction is displayed in red, showing the object bounding
boxes and recent track fragments.

motion patterns. As the trajectories occasionally terminate
due to either object occlusion or tracker failure, and some
new objects become visible, it is necessary to regularly
run an object detector to check the tracking progress and
to enable initialization of new trajectories.
Another option for multiple object tracking is the so
called tracking-by-detection paradigm. As the object detector is always needed for tracking initialization, and
due to great performance of modern deep learning based
detectors, this approach become very popular for multiple
object tracking [15], [16]. This approach is especially
suitable for situations when the objects have very similar
appearance. However, the quality of tracking depends
on the accuracy of the object detector. The tracking in
this setup is based on solving the assignment of objects
detected in the current frame to the maintained trajectories,
based on some similarity function taking into account the
appearance as well as the distance and motion parameters
of the tracked objects. A recent review of multiple object
tracking methods can be found in [17].
III. M ETHODS
Tracking football players in video taken from a fixed camera view has some specific properties compared to usual
multiple object tracking setup. The problem is simplified
by the fact that players (almost) always remain visible,
while in the general case objects can leave or enter the
scene. On the other hand, the players (of one team) all look
similar, especially at usual image resolutions. The length
of the football pitch is larger than 100 m, while typical
width of our video frame obtained by stitching two full
HD images is around 3200 pixels. Due to the perspective
effects, the farther side of the pitch is less than 1500 pixels
long, meaning that 1 m corresponds to less than 15 pixels,
and consequently the images of distant players can be as
small as 10 × 20 pixels (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, the appearance cannot be confidently used for identity matching,
unlike the usual scenario of tracking pedestrians typically
wearing different clothes. Also, unlike pedestrians that
mostly keep their motion, the players frequently change
their motion, either in order to trick their opponents or just
because of the change in the game direction. Therefore,
the assumption of smooth motion is much less appropriate
than in usual multiple object tracking scenarios.
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Here we consider two approaches to object detection:
one is based on background modeling and subtraction [9],
and the other uses a general purpose object detector based
on deep learning [18]. The first object detector is combined
with a set of heuristic rules for connecting the detections
from frame to frame, while the other detector is combined
with Kalman filter to keep track of motion parameters
of individual objects and predict new positions, and with
Hungarian algorithm for solving assignment problem, as
proposed in [15].
A. Player tracking based on background subtraction
The video is captured with a static set of cameras,
allowing the use of background subtraction [19] to segment the foreground (players) from the background (football pitch). The background model is adaptive in order
to accommodate the changes in illumination during the
match. The model adaptation procedure utilizes the fact
that the football pitch is green. As an example, a part of
the background model image is shown in Fig. 2.
The background image is subtracted from the input
frame and the difference is thresholded to obtain a binary
mask of foreground pixels. A part of such mask is shown
in Fig. 3. The mask is processed to find connected groups
of foreground pixels as potential objects of interest. The
resulting groups are filtered by using the prior knowledge
about the possible size of players in different parts of
image, that can be computed based on known pitch
dimensions both in the image and in reality. Each such
group of pixels is considered a detected object and the
corresponding bounding box is determined.

Fig. 2: A fragment of the adaptive background model.
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Fig. 3: A fragment of the segmented foreground obtained
by subtracting the background model image from the
input frame.

The tracking of objects is based on associating neighboring groups of pixels detected in consecutive frames.
The association is simple for players that move separated
from others and without occlusion. However, in contact
sports the situations where players interact or occlude each
other are frequent, which results in groups of connected
foreground pixels belonging to different players. We try
to reduce the problem by utilizing jersey colors – if the
contacting players belong to opposite teams, the pixels’
colors can be used to separate the groups. The color
model for each team is actively learned during tracking
– we accumulate color information (mean and variance of
color components) for groups of pixels belonging to each
trajectory and then cluster the trajectories. We build a color
model for each team, and separate models for the referee
and the goalkeepers that usually have different jersey. That
information is used for solving subsequent associations of
detected objects. The problem arises when the interacting
players are from the same team or when more than two
players interact. In those situations the algorithm usually
fails to separate the common group of pixels. One option is
to associate all interacting trajectories to the same group,
hoping that the algorithm would continue tracking after
the players separate. However, after the separation the
algorithm cannot decide how to associate the trajectories,
leading to possible identity switch. Therefore, we chose to
terminate such trajectories and generate tracklets (parts of
trajectories) and to leave the trajectory completion to postprocessing phase, possibly including a human operator.
B. Player detection based on deep learning
Deep learning based models have demonstrated great
performance in various computer vision tasks including
object detection. Several popular object detection models
have been proposed and improved over the years. The most
popular include SSD [12], Faster R-CNN [20] and YOLO
[11]. To test the suitability of deep learning based detectors
for the player detection, we chose an implementation of
YOLOv3 architecture [18] pretrained on the COCO dataset
[21] for detection of 80 object classes. Although the
detector could benefit from fine tuning on player images,
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Fig. 4: A part of the output image with marked detection
bounding boxes and fragments of trajectories.

we choose to try the general purpose detector, using only
the class “person”. However, since the players can appear
very small in the input images (10 × 20 pixels), we have
to avoid any scaling at the detector input layer.
YOLO architecture processes the input image in a
single pass through a convolutional neural network which
simultaneously predicts multiple bounding boxes and class
probabilities for those boxes. The input image is divided
into a grid of cells, and each cell predicts a set of bounding boxes with their confidences and class probabilities.
Later versions improved the performance by using some
architectural modifications, such as using anchor boxes
inspired by Faster-R-CNN. For our experiments we chose
YOLOv3, which introduced multi-scale predictions that
improve the detection of objects at different distances from
camera. The detector implementation comes in several
variants of different complexity. We chose the moderate
YOLOv3-416 version expecting input images of 416×416
pixels. Since our images have significantly larger horizontal dimension (cf. Fig. 1 with 3264 × 576 pixels), we
divide the input image horizontally into multiple tiles of
dimension 416 × 416, with small overlaps. Vertically, the
image is cropped so that the pitch with players remains
visible. Each image tile is processed by the detector
and the detection bounding boxes are translated to original image coordinates. In addition to the usual multiple
detection responses for the same object, there are also
some duplicated responses due to overlapping of the tiles.
Those responses are filtered in the final non-maximum
suppression step. As our aim is the detection of players,
we keep only bounding boxes classified as “person” and
with confidence value above some threshold (e.g. 0.4).
C. Tracking with SORT algorithm
Although there are some deep models that implement
the whole multiple object tracking pipeline [22], those approaches are still too complex for practical use. However,
more practical approaches combine some deep learning
based components with classical tracking algorithms. Bewley et al. [15] proposed an effective tracking algorithm
called SORT (acronym for simple online and real-time
tracking) that uses an arbitrary high-quality object detector
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and addresses the data association problem using classical
tools: Kalman filter [23] and the Hungarian algorithm [24].
We use YOLOv3 detector to generate bounding boxes in
each frame, as described earlier. For each new detection, a
Kalman filter based tracker is initialized. The inter-frame
displacement of each object is modeled with constant velocity, and the state vector keeps track of x, y coordinates of
the bounding box, its scale (represented by the bounding
box area) and aspect ratio, as well as the velocity in x
and y direction and the rate of scale change. For each new
frame, the Kalman filter predictions for all tracked objects
are computed as bounding boxes and they are used for
data association. On the other hand, the object detector
generates its bounding boxes, which have to be paired
with the predictions and used as measurements in the
update step. The assignment is solved using the Hungarian
algorithm. The assignment cost matrix is filled based
on the overlap between each possible pair of predicted
and detected bounding boxes, which is computed as the
intersection-over-union (IOU) distance (1).

subtraction and manual post-processing for tracks correction. Pettersen et al. [26] used a different approach.
They captured video from one position using a set of
cameras and provided player position data using special
body sensors. However, the position data was acquired
only for the home team. Another problem with that dataset
is that the positions are given in 3D coordinates and not
as bounding boxes in image coordinates.
We were provided with videos of several Croatian
league games captured at different stadiums. For this
experiment, we prepared ground truth tracks by using a
procedure similar to [25]. Using an initial version of object
tracker based on background subtraction we generated
player trajectories, and thereafter manually checked them
and connected the broken parts. For that purpose we
built a practical tool that enabled efficient correction of
trajectories and bounding boxes. For this experiment, we
annotated in total 7515 frames, corresponding to about 5
minutes of video.
B. Performance metrics

dIOU (A, B) = 1 −

A∩B
A∪B

(1)

There are other variants of the algorithm that use the appearance of the considered bounding boxes. For example,
the DeepSORT algorithm [16] uses a deep association metric learned on the person re-identification task. However,
as the players have similar appearances, the original SORT
association metric seems to be a better choice for our
problem.
Detection-prediction pairs are only considered if their
IOU distance is smaller than some predefined threshold.
If no detection (measurement) is associated to a tracked
object, its state is updated with the predicted values.
The system keeps track of the time of the most recent
correction for each active object, and the trajectories that
haven’t been corrected for too long are terminated and
stored as tracklets (trajectory fragments). On the other
hand, each detection that cannot be associated to an active
trajectory is used to initialize a new track. An example of
tracking result is shown in Fig. 5. The tracked bounding
boxes are marked in yellow, together with the trajectory
indices. Here all players are detected, as well as some of
the people outside the pitch. However, the large trajectory
indices suggest that there were many tracking terminations
and re-initializations due to missed detections.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
Although football player tracking is a very active area of
research, publicly available datasets are rare. D’Orazio et
al. [25] described a semi-automatic system for generating
ground truth tracking data and published a dataset containing video sequences acquired with 6 cameras covering
the football pitch during 2 minutes. The annotation process
included a simple tracking algorithm based on background
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The evaluation of multiple object tracking results is difficult to define. The detections obtained in each frame have
to be paired with the corresponding ground truth (GT)
bounding boxes in order to measure the success of object
detection and the localization accuracy. Additionally, the
track consistency has to be checked in terms of tracking
the same object. Bernardin and Stiefelhagen [6] proposed
the CLEAR MOT metrics that has been widely accepted. They proposed to establish the best correspondence
between the detections and the GT objects in each frame,
and then for each found correspondence, compute the error
in the object’s position estimation. The errors should be
accumulated throughout the test sequence. In practice, the
association problem can be solved by using the Hungarian
algorithm with IOU distance as the association cost, similar to the SORT algorithm described in section III-C. The
accumulated errors are: false negatives (FN, misses) – GT
objects without a corresponding detection; false positives
(FP) – detections without a corresponding GT object;
identity (ID) switches – the situations when associated
GT object has different ID compared to previous frame.
Besides, for each successful correspondence, the distance
between the detection and GT bounding boxes is recorded.
The distance is usually the IOU distance. Based on the
recorded values, two metrics are defined. The multiple
object tracking precision (MOTP) is defined as (2), where
dit represents the distance between the detection and GT
bounding box, and ct is the total number of matches. This
measure represents the localization accuracy, and smaller
value is better.
P

i,t
M OT P = P

dit

t ct

(2)

The multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) is defined
as (3), where mt is the number of misses (FN), f pt the
number of false positives, and mmet the number of ID
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Fig. 5: Tracking with YOLOv3 detector and SORT algorithm.

switches, while gt is the number of GT objects in the
frame t.

•
•

P
M OT A = 1 −

f pt + mmet )
t (mt +P
t gt

(3)

Ristani et al. [7] proposed to extend the CLEAR MOT
with identity based metrics: ID precision and ID recall,
that evaluate how well computed identities conform to
true identities, while disregarding where or why mistakes
occur. Those two measures are combined into F1 score
(harmonic mean of precision and recall). To compute those
measures, whole GT trajectories have to be matched to the
trajectories obtained by tracking, unlike the CLEAR MOT
where the association is frame-based.
C. Results
We evaluate the two described tracking algorithms:
tracking based on background modeling (sec. III-A, Algorithm 1) and deep learning based tracking using YOLO
and SORT (sec. III-C, Algorithm 2). The algorithms were
tested on 5 minute video containing 23 GT objects (22
players and the referee). There are 7500 frames and
172500 annotated bounding boxes. Fig. 6 shows an example of GT bounding boxes (in red) and the YOLO+SORT
tracking result (in yellow). It can be observed that not all
players are detected and in some situations two players
are detected as one.
The MOT performance measures are listed in Table I,
with the following notation:

Fig. 6: A visualization of GT (red) and tracking (yellow)
bounding boxes.
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•
•

•

•
•

IDF1, IDP, IDR – ID based F1 score, precision and
recall;
Rcll, Prcn – detection recall and precision;
GT – the number of annotated objects;
MT, PT – the numbers of mostly tracked (in more
than 80% of frames) and partially tracked (in 20% 80% of frames);
FP, FN, IDsw – the numbers of false positive detections, false negatives (misses) and inter-frame identity
switches;
FM – number of fragmentations where a track is
interrupted by miss detection;
MOTA, MOTP – accuracy (3) and precision (2).

It can be observed that the algorithm based on background subtraction produced better metrics than the deep
learning based tracker. The main difference is in much
larger number of missed detections, and consequently
smaller detection recall and larger number of fragmentations. This can be explained by the fact that distant
players are very small in the image, which causes more
problems to the learned detector than to the background
subtraction based algorithm tuned to detect small blobs in
the parts of the image where that can be expected. MOT
accuracy is also affected by the larger miss rate. MOT
precision is also worse (larger number suggests worse
localization accuracy of the detections). However, this
might be due to localization errors in the GT annotation,
which is the result of semi-automated generation based
on background subtraction (not all misaligned bounding
boxes are manually corrected). In fact, visual inspection
suggests that the detections obtained by YOLOv3 are often
better aligned with the objects than the GT annotation (cf.
Fig. 6). Therefore, it would be a good idea to improve the
GT annotations using the YOLOv3 detections.
The ID based measures are also better for the background subtraction based tracker, as well as the number
of ID switches. It suggests that heuristic rules work tuned
for the particular tracking problem work reasonably well.
Maybe a careful tuning of the SORT algorithm parameters
(object motion model in Kalman filter, thresholds on
IOU distances, detection confidences, etc. would help to
improve the results. Additionally, both tracking algorithms
generate fragmented tracklets that could be connected in
post-processing phase, by using some smoothness criteria.
It is worth noting that the computational complexity
of the tracker based on background subtraction is much
smaller that the deep learning based algorithm. The former
processes 3264 × 576 video in real-time (> 25 FPS) on a
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TABLE I: MOT metrics for two tracking algorithms. Algorithm 1 is based on background subtraction, Algorithm 2
on deep learning (YOLO+SORT).
Method

IDF1

IDP

IDR

Rcll

Prcn

GT

MT

PT

FP

FN

IDsw

FM

MOTA

MOTP (↓)

Alg. 1
Alg. 2

21.4%
10.2%

17.9%
9.0%

26.5%
11.8%

96.9%
82.0%

65.6%
62.4%

23
23

23
16

0
7

87530
85243

5303
31121

791
1773

752
2925

0.46
0.32

0.27
0.45

CPU, while the latter runs at 4 FPS on Nvidia RTX 2080Ti
GPU.
V. C ONCLUSION
We addressed the problem of tracking football players
in video covering the whole pitch from a fixed position.
This is a typical multiple object tracking problem, with
some specifics such as large variation of object sizes in
images, rather small size of objects compared to image
dimensions, and similar appearance of players on the same
team. We tried two approaches to object detection and
tracking. The simpler detects objects based on background
modeling and subtraction, and tracks them using heuristic
rules. The second approach utilizes a general-purpose deep
learning based object detector, combined with a simple
tracking algorithm based on Kalman filter and Hungarian
algorithm.
The results of the deep learning based algorithm are
somewhat worse in terms of MOT metrics, mainly because
the detector often fails to detect small (distant) players.
However, we feel that better results could be obtained
with additional detector training and fine-tuning. The deep
learning based algorithm is computationally much more
complex, but it can be used for offline analysis.
There is still room for improvement of both algorithms
in terms of generating less fragmented trajectories, which
would make them more suitable for commercial use as
stand-alone solutions. At this point, they can be used
as inputs for a manual postprocessing step in an offline
analysis.
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